
Intro

INT. DARK/DINGY FAMILY HOME - DAY
Newscasts flash across a dull TV screen. First Tucker Carlson, a disgusted sigh
emanates from off-screen, the TV flips to Anderson Cooper.

COOPER
Record Breaking wildfires ravage the west coast

Flip, sigh.

GOOD MORNING AMERICA
Can paper straws really save the turtles?

Flip.

LESTER HOLT
This just in, another billionaire announces HIS plans
to colonize Mars.

Flip.
STAR TREK

Space, the final frontier-

Flip.
WOLF BLITZER

Protests outside the amazon warehouse erupt
As the company continues to invest in fossil fuels.

A remote is hurled into the TV Screen, shattering it, the dark screen reflects Doja Cat
wearing a homemaker's apron and a string of pearls. The camera swings to show Doja,
on a floral couch, surrounded by a kitschy, borderline ugly, “live, laugh, love” aesthetic.

The opening beat of the song brings Doja to Life.

Story
Green - Act I
Blue- Act II
Pink - Act III



- Think we could go for a film look (black and white?) in the first scene and then
switch to HD Digital when she goes in her spaceship bunker) - transition at light
switch

- 50’s style: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zl4IoaQIzTI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SEyYyf_YKcE - VMA PERFORMANCE

Audio Visual

Hey, woman
Hey, woman

Hey, woman

Let me be your woman

Woman, woman, woman

I can be your woman

Woman, woman, woman

Let me be your woman

Woman, woman, woman

I can be your woman

Woman, woman, woman

Doja gets up from the couch, grabs a
retro vacuum and walks through the
house.

As she goes, she adjusts several items
back into place - A Prince album, some
vintage toys (including a Barbie Doll), and
current books about space travel.

She stops vacuuming and quickly  adjusts
her appearance in a mirror making sure
it's just right, as she mouths the words.

Heavy footsteps come down the stairs,
she whips around in their direction.

What you need?
She give tenfold, come here, papa, plant your
seed

She can grow it from her womb, a family

A man comes down the hall. Doja
approaches him with a hat and a
briefcase. She beams, waiting for
approval as he grabs the items and walks
away, without acknowledging her
presence.

Doja looks sad, but a switch suddenly

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zl4IoaQIzTI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SEyYyf_YKcE


Provide lovin' overlooked and unappreciated,

you see

You can reciprocate
I got delicious taste
You need a woman's touch in your place
Just protect her and keep her safe
Baby, worship my hips and waist
So feminine with grace

I touch your soul when you hear me say
"Boy, let me be your woman"
(Extend the instrumental bridge to the chorus
for maximum visual impact)

flips in her head.

She looks straight to camera and without
warning her beehive hairstyle cascades
down into loose waves.

Inside the kitchen, a trap door lowers
(POV From below) (Yes I can see this
shot, we could always shoot this and
decide to cut later and the story will still
work)

Doja walks through, uses a long acrylic
manicured finger to flip a switch, and
moves into a space the size of an
airplane hanger.

Pov from behind doja, in a skin-tight pink
space suit with a helmet under her arm,
as she approaches a massive spaceship
in the shape of a vulva and enters.

These words are ironic now, with a
sardonic/cheeky tone.

Let me be your woman
Woman, woman, woman
I can be your woman
Woman, woman, woman
Let me be your woman
Woman, woman, woman
I can be your woman
Woman, woman, woman

(Extend Chorus by 2 lines (?) )

Doja goes through the ship doing a
preflight checklist, she slips into a
captain's chair.

Surrounded by female engineers in purple
jumpsuits, she orders a takeoff and the
rocket soars into space.

Simultaneously, several men in suits
order their rockets, which are shaped like
penises to take off. (Not sure how this
would look visually) (What are the
logistics of using an amazon or musk
logo? Should we even give them free
advertising or just hint at them?)

I can be your lady, I'm a woman In the control room Doja and her crew



I'm a motherfucker but they got a problem
Put some babies in your life and take away the
drama
Put that paper in the picture, like a diorama
Gotta face a lot people that are opposite
'Cause the world told me we ain't got that
common sense
Gotta prove it to myself that I'm on top of shit
And you will never know a God, without a
Goddess

dance.

Outside, the V.U.L.V.A leaves the penis
rockets in the dust. (I’m not sure we need
Doja’s rocket to fly past the other
rockets/it may be enough that she is
starting a new colony on a planet Bezos
can’t reach)

2001?

The V.U.L.V.A crash lands on Venus.
Doja steps out of the spaceship and
plants a flag.

As honest as fuckin' honest get
And I could be on everything
I mean I could be the leader, head of all the
states
I could smile and jiggle it 'til his pockets empty
I could be the CEO, just look at Robyn Fenty
And I'ma be there for you 'cause you on my
team, girlDon't ever think you ain't hella these
niggas dream girlThey wanna pit us against
each other when we succeedin' for no reasons
They wanna see us end up like we Regina on
Mean Girls

Princess or queen, tomboy or king (yeah)
You've heard a lot, you've never seen (nah)
Mother Earth, Mother Mary rise to the top
Divine feminine, I'm feminine (why?)

Before our eyes, we see doja erect
skyscrapers, a senate. Tilting down from
a skyscraper, Doja looks over her work
dressed like a Goddess. She descends
some stairs and joins her people. (I would
like the hologram to be built after Doja is
dead and gone) - There is enough going
on visually that we can save it for the end.

- Focus on her Goddess look and
newly constructed buildings

She dances with the citizens of Planet
Her.

- Highlighting different
dancers/women (Women of
diverse body types, races, gender
identities, and cultures are all
represented)

Woman (daddy)
Let me be your woman (let me be your)
Woman, woman, woman (I need to be your)
(daddy)
I can be your woman (I know)
Woman, woman, woman (daddy)
Let me be your woman (I know)
Woman, woman, woman (daddy)
I can be your woman (I know)
Woman, woman, woman

As they dance, Doja is lifted into the sky,
ascending into the heavens, becoming a
true Goddess. Planet Her has grown and
become a full utopia.

There are more citizens, now with a new
generation of Children.

A family looks up at the Hologram



together, in awe of their goddess, as the
song fades out. (hologram of her finishing
the song?)(Lesbian couple with their kid
in between them)

Visual Aesthetic -

- 60s space age sputnik, to Hyper futuristic outer space. Shot deck
VISUAL RESEARCH DOC

- https://docs.google.com/document/d/1daH96v3wazAP1hH8cGcMzsReGqcFvRjG
UyoL8jZC__0/edit?usp=sharing

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1daH96v3wazAP1hH8cGcMzsReGqcFvRjGUyoL8jZC__0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1daH96v3wazAP1hH8cGcMzsReGqcFvRjGUyoL8jZC__0/edit?usp=sharing


Meeting notes 11/9:
● Sketch of inspiration for album
● For first part of treatment (in green/act 1) 3-4 slides should suffice
● Overlooked and underappreciated should be its own slide, maybe an image from

a campaign or Doja staring down the camera. Possibly a live performance image
of Doja.

● When “she flips a switch” we can do an insert just on one slide.
● We have spacesuit, images from the star trek we like.
● Screen grab GIF from star trek beyond (2016 movie). Application on mac store

called giffy that should capture gifs.
------ (Maddie)

● We can include men on the planet as dancers as a visual presence.
● We may need another spaceship flying movement image.
● Insert shots of normal rockets on earth that are sitting there and Doja is the one

that launches and go with her path thru space is psychedelic and beautiful/not
boring. We see Doja’s rocket shooting off..

● Reference image for spaceship landed on planet with the sun (we can use that
one).

● Hologram should be the reveal at the end. Maybe she's addressing her people
giving a speech and she descends. Coming down the stairs to join her people
and we tilt down and pan out to see the society their building.

● We need Doja Goddess for images and also civilization images (possibly
guardians of the galaxy image). (Space Cleopatra, pop, movie) Maybe she's in
the center of the square and shown in the middle of all the action. Whatever
helps tie our visual reference to the beat of the story.

○ Maybe she’s mother Earth themed on a new planet. Greens, blues?
● Doja ascending for a treatment image
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=13MvatpPQv4
● Final image: Hologram Final Shot

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=13MvatpPQv4


WOMAND O J A  C A T



PLANET HER 
ˈplænət hɜr

Meaning: The evolution of WOMAN to goddess.
 

Doja Cat, tired of being overlooked by billionaires that are destroying the planet, escapes 
Earth to transform into the goddess of Venus and build a feminine utopia - Planet Her. 

 

 

 

 



THE TAKE

- Doja's Brand

- Grounded in Reality

- Feminist and Environmental Themes



Doja watches the news, 
upset with the state of 

the world and the 
billionaire's space race.



She hurls the remote,
shattering the screen.



"Provide lovin' overlooked
and unappreciated"



"you see"





In a skin-tight pink
space suit with a
helmet under her arm,
she approaches a
massive spaceship in
the shape of a vulva
and enters. 



Doja sits in the captain's
chair. Her crew prepares

for takeoff.



Inserts of the billionaires'
phallic shaped rockets on
Earth's surface.  



Her rocket takes off on a
psychedelic voyage

through space, leaving
the phallic rockets

behind.







"And you will never know a God, without a goddess." 





SPACE SHIP 
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Production Notes

Record label: RCA

Budget: $450,000

Location: Stage in Los Angeles

Schedule: 1 shoot day of 12 hours

Talent: Doja Cat, Doja Cat stand-in, and 10 background dancers.

·Our production will have a Doja Cat stand-in to minimize the stress of Doja for the 12-
hour day.
· We will have 10 dancers.

Casting: We’ll be focusing on diversity and inclusion in our casting/crew.

VFX: VFX will be incorporated in the video for spaceship shots as it launches, flies thru
space, and lands on Planet Her. The foreground and background of Planet Her will
include VFX to minimize cost in stage builds. VFX will also be incorporated into the
video for Doja’s hologram shot.

Practical builds: Our production will have practical builds on the stage including Doja’s
home and portions of planet her that can be rearranged for different shots to minimize
cost. We will also build Doja’s spaceship as it plays an important role in the video for
Doja’s journey to a new planet. 
 
Safety: The production will adhere to all CDC safety guidelines for covid with N95 masks,
temperature takes, social distancing, and zones for cast/crew.



THANK YOU 
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